
[Hashtr (who? - ed)
What now I thought, the most

important beings on the hash
must be 4 legged – So here they
are Mrs G....

Kendall (always tries to knock
a fellow hasher over if he can
whilst trying to play with his
mate  Baz, under hashers feet/
ankles/legs/armpits....

Bazil who is a loop when it
comes to chasing trees

Bryndle who 'never comes here'
when his so quiet owner calls him

Bonnie who always displays
great sartorial elegance with a
neck'erchief (I think she lost it
today when Sven took her in the
woods before the hash, what for I
don't know!)

Magic and Roxy who are al-
ways so well behaved, and the
lucky owners can take one each,
even if they don't like being sepa-

Scr ib ing f rom a l ien  hasher
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Grand Master :
Shagger

(Steve Goodenough)
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Joint Masters:
Redeye
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Lord Raleigh
(Richard Harvey)
01306 879910 (h)

Religious Advisor :
FYOS (Tim Parkin)

Clutcher’s Mate :
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(Marie Harvey)
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Hash Cash :
Dr. Death

(Peter Fleming)
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Trail Master :
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Date 10-03-02

Hares Mr Magoo

Venue Esher Common

On On The Bear Esher

I woke up on Sunday morning
(Mother's Day to boot!) and de-
cided to go along with SH3 who
on the map were hashing in a
lovely 'dejas vu' location on Esher
Common.

Waited in the warmth of my car
until 10.58 hoping Mrs G would
not spot the DOGS until I could
hash off briskly with the pack.

NO SUCH LUCK - Lord
Raleigh put his arm round my
shoulder (wow flattery will get
you nowhere) and which offered
me a task I tried extremely hard to
refuse. Woe is me - he even had a
small pocket size biro and lo and
behold my conniving other 'arf'

tions followed by unruly dogs) I
found One spot in the woods got
a lot baffled and separated I guess
because Bob The Slob, PG Tips
and Myself went under the A3 at
least 5 times, we remember be-
cause below this bridge was being
used as a cow shed and we had the
delights of loadsa cow dung etc. A
I think there was large pack today
because the car park was full, but
after the first check I think we
ended up with loads of little
hashes?! Sorry Mr Magoo, and,
as I don't know you what can I
say!

The illustrious GM of course
made sure he arrived at 11.15am
and tried to do the trail backwards
but managed to hash for a while
so I gather.

Well email certainly works, I

rated, dogs that is!
Max who is simply delightful

and flows swiftly and quietly
from front to back of the pack, no
lost souls with this dog in charge.

And today last but also least
(smallest that is) Polly  who
bravely disposed of the lamp-
shade (got bitten by a fox I hear or
was it something more sinister)
and had a lovely hash with her
owner and Mrs G tripping over
her long lead every now and then.

Shame that the best behaved
pooch of all times, who certainly
knows her whistle wasn't there -
Mollie we missed you!

Oh how about the Hash then - I
suppose some of you would like
to know what happened to the
2-legged VARIETY OF HASH-
ERS. Not a lot since after the first
check where there was total rebel-
lion (hashers going in all direc-

mail my hashers list of alternative
Hashes on sundays when OCH
isn't running and thanks to SH3
OnSec I can always find a venue
and directions easily. So today 6
OCH hashers namely  PG Tits,
DynoRod, Auntie Sal, Hashtray
[do y

Missed the down downs and
therefore can't tell you who did
what or how or when. We all had
a good morning one way or an-
other and the pub (for those who

could park) enjoyed the Young's
beer.

Thanks for making us 'aliens'
welcome and we look forward to
hashing again with you soon!

Auntie Sal et al... yes Marie I do
owe my subs!

THE SENILITY PRAYER
 God grant me the senility to forget the people I never liked anyway,
the good fortune to run into the ones that I do, and the eyesight to
tell the difference. Now that I'm 'older' (but refuse to grow up),
here's what I've discovered: (continued over)



Tequill’over
47 Dowlans Road

Great Bookham
Surrey

KT23 4LF

sh3onsec@bigfoot.com
www.bigfoot.com/~sh3onsec

Directions:
From Leatherhead on A246 in direction Guildford, go through
Bookham. Go past the Jet garage on left and take next left
Woodlands Road. Park on left hand side of the road near the
end/as directed - they’ll all be pissed off anyway.

Run 1405

Date 17-03-02 St Paddy’s Day

Hares Rainman, S&C

Venue Little Bookham

On On Rainman’s Garage

SSA Old 853F, New

OS TQ 127525  (LR187)
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1406 24-Mar Short n Curlie Sutton Abinger

1407 31-Mar Miss Terry Hare III! Oxted

1408 07-April Dr Death - AGM Outwood

1409 14-April ET & Strumpet TBA

1410 21-April TeeTotal TBA

Receding Hareline:

1405 - St Patrick’s day! Trevor & Rainman are
preparing a “Ruby Murry” & Guinness

The repast is to be consumed in Rainman’s front garden
and or Garage (74 Woodlands Road) and or the Royal
Oak Bookham depending on the Monsoon state. Guin-
ness and some wine provided, but BYO too.

ONE- I started out with nothing, and I still have most of it.
TWO- My wild oats have turned into prunes and All Bran.
THREE- I finally got my head together; now my body is falling
apart.
FOUR- Funny, I don't remember being absent minded...
FIVE- All reports are in; life is now officially unfair.
SIX- If all is not lost, where is it?
SEVEN- It is easier to get older than it is to get wiser.
EIGHT- Some days you're the dog; some days you're the hydrant.
NINE- I wish the buck stopped here; I sure could use a few.
TEN- Kids in the back seat cause accidents.
ELEVEN- Accidents in the back seat cause...kids.
TWELVE- It's hard to make a comeback when you haven't been
anywhere.

THIRTEEN- The only time the world beats a path to your door is
when you're in the bathroom.
FOURTEEN- If God wanted me to touch my toes, he would have
put them on my knees.
FIFTEEN- When I'm finally holding all the cards, why does ev-
eryone decide to play chess?
SIXTEEN- It's not hard to meet expenses ... they're everywhere.
SEVENTEEN- The only difference between a rut and a grave is
the depth.
EIGHTEEN- These days, I spend a lot of time thinking about the
here after. I go somewhere to get something and then wonder
what I'm here after.
NINETEEN- UNABLE TO REMEMBER IF I HAVE MAILED
THIS TO YOU OR NOT AND DOUBT IF YOU CAN EITHER.
OnOn Uncle


